MARIO CRUZ
FINDING COMMON GROUND
As a professional saxophonist, Mario Cruz has toured and
recorded with an eclectic array of music luminaries. From
jazz artists Jaco Pastorius and Randy Brecker to pop icons
Bruce Springsteen, Joe Cocker and Natalie Cole, Cruz’s
musical interests are equaled only by his diversity. In
FINDING COMMON GROUND, Cruz continues this diversity,
while keeping his vision on cultivating his own unique
music concept.
“The title track "Finding Common Ground" came from a
idea to integrate different melodic motifs, with shared
musical qualities, and develop them into a unified
composition. In that same vein, the other music of this CD
are my perspectives and observations of life and lessons
from the diverse world I’ve worked within, learned from,
and been inspired by over my career as session artist, solo
performer, arranger and composer.”
Mario’s new CD is a killer with great playing, writing,
production and a lot of surprises. Mario should be better
known…he’s one of the very best we have, so let’s hope this
great CD gets his name out there!!
- Randy Brecker
I’ve been a fan of Mario’s playing since I heard him at the
University of Miami many years ago. I didn’t know him
however as the brilliant composer that he is. The writing on
his new recording is beautiful. While listening to it the first
time, I was struck by its freshness, lyricism, harmonic and
melodic invention and soulful engaging grooves. It is music
that bears repeated listening and I look forward to doing
so…I invite you to do the same. Bravo Mario!
- Rick Margitza
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Track Listing:
1. Finding Common Ground (6:15)
2. My Brain Hertz (8:38)
3. When the Cat’s Away… (7:41)
4. Role Reversal (6:51)
5. Monkey Saw, Monkey Did (7:53)
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6. A Need for Anger Management (6:26)
7. After Maurice was Gone (7:49)
8. Is it This or is It That? (5:23)
9. It’s Whatever You Want It to Be
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